
SAFER. 
SMARTER. 
CONNECTED.



INTRODUCTION

Road-iQ is an advanced surround view video recorder and connected vehicle platform. 
Road-iQ starts with a powerful video processor that connects up to seven cameras for real-
time display, recording and playback of video. This is combined with a unique telematics 
server platform, which offers unparalleled vehicle networking and wireless communication. 
To provide a single, integrated, high-resolution user-interface for the Road-iQ system, 
smart tablet computers with a Road-iQ app are used for a live display of camera views 
and other vehicle data. This unique combination of video and data processing, wireless 
communications and elegant user interface allows Road-iQ to provide a range of active and 
passive safety features and security enhancements to help fleets run their business safer 
and more profitably. 

Road-iQ provides drivers with 360 degree views around the truck and trailer, automatically 
switching camera views based on speed, direction, turn signals, etc. to present the driver 
with the right camera views at the right time to help prevent accidents. Up to seven 
cameras and multiple vehicle data inputs can be recorded for later playback, either locally 
on the system* or remotely through a web portal, for training and liability protection. 
And if you need to view live remote camera views of your vehicle because you received 
an automatic text or e-mail alert from Road-iQ that an event happened to a truck on the 
road**, real-time camera views can be streamed to you from any device connected to the 
internet so you can investigate and respond instantly.

Unmatched Fleet Benefits

Road-iQ gives your fleet managers and drivers the tools they 
need to operate more efficiently and effectively, resulting 
in immediate benefits such as:

• Real time fleet monitoring and tracking
• Eliminating blind spots
• Reduced accidents
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What is Road-iQ?

*    6 cameras get recorded on the VDS itself;
 the iPad serves as the 7th camera
** Feature coming soon



iPad
In cab - 
accessible 
to driver

Front facing camera
Mounted to windshield - 
sees what the driver does

AeroCam
Mounted to hood - camera 
sees down the side of the truck NetHub

On dash - serves as Wi-Fi hotspot

VDS (Video Data Server)
Main component of Road-iQ - 
receives and stores all data

Back-up Camera
Mounted on back of cab or trailer - 
assists with seeing the rear view

A Road-iQ system is 
customizable to your needs. 
Here is an example of 
component placement:

OVERVIEW



In 2015 the average cost of a semi-truck and 
trailer accident was $172,292.00†. When 
carrying two to three trailers, the average cost 
rose to $511,582.00†. Road-iQ provides active 
and passive safety to drivers, with the potential of 
increasing driver awareness or exonerating them 
from fault in the event of an accident.  

BENEFITS

†  Data obtained from article "Average Cost of a Trucking Accident 
tends to increase with Truck Size"

Accident Prevention
Your drivers’ safety and protection of your assets 
is important. Road-iQ’s Drive Mode allows your 
drivers to see multiple camera views of all around 
their vehicle, increasing awareness, giving them 
peace of mind when changing lanes or making 
turns and ensuring they are always making safe, 
informed decisions.

Safe Driver Monitoring
With Road-iQ’s safe driver monitoring 
camera, you can prepare your drivers for 
the road in an entirely new way. Show 
your drivers how they are performing 
by playing back their recorded Road-iQ 
training footage, as well as frame by frame 
speed data. Archive great footage to show 
new drivers, or to use as benchmarks for 
continuous improvement. This ultimately 
improves your drivers’ safety and promotes 
better-decision making when on the road.

Advanced Video Recording / Playback
Reduce your liability and record your trips 
with high quality video footage simultaneously 
recorded from up to 7 cameras. Road-iQ also 
captures a variety of other data such as speed, 
fault codes and more. Video processing overload 
(typical of similar devices) is a non-issue with 
our system.  
 
Stop searching through endless footage. 
Comparable recording devices have degraded 
quality, limited recording function and they 
make it a hassle to find one specific event. 
Road-iQ allows you to search by time, location 
and triggered events so you can always find the 
footage you need.

Refuse / Vocational Trucks
Blind spots for refuse trucks are very 
different than those of a car or semi-truck. 
Recognizing this, Road-iQ provides your 
drivers with real-time video feed from 
strategically-placed cameras, eliminating 
the large number of blind spots that exist 
around refuse trucks.

Usage-Based Insurance
Road-iQ technology provides the usage 
data that insurance companies use to 
make these decisions, such as video data, 
speed, driving hours, driving time of day 
and much more. 
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Seeing the road around your vehicle means eliminating blind spots 
and reducing accidents. The majority of crashes occur on the sides 
and rear of a semi, and because Road-iQ ties together multiple 
cameras, these hot spots become visable, making them less of a 
safety hazard. The camera view shown also changes based on the 
vehicle's signals, providing a preventative safety measure when 
changing lanes or backing up.

Road-iQ's GPS feature tracks and collects trip history, from where 
your vehicle is to when it was there. Track any truck in your fleet to 
determine on-time performance and give you the information to 
make decisions affecting the bottom line.

Dynamic Drive Views
See live camera views and blind spots 
around your truck when on the road.

GPS Location
Remotely view your vehicle(s) geolocation 
and trip history, from anywhere.

FEATURES



Road-iQ is compatible with up to 7 cameras, including the iPad's 
built-in camera. A vast array of camera options mean you're 
covered from front to side to back, and will never miss an event 
again. This uniquely serves as both an active safety vision 
system, which can prevent accidents, as well as a passive safety 
vision system, where you can review events that have already 
happened.

Up to 7 Cameras
See live camera views and blind spots 
around your truck in real-time.

Keep your vehicle on the road and out of the shop and hit your 
target for delivery without unexpected delays and expense. Road-
iQ provides alerts in case of mechanical failure, helping drivers 
avoid breakdowns. This feature is easily accessed through the 
online portal or on the iPad for up-to-date information while on 
the go. 

Vehicle Diagnostics
Fault descriptions provide you with 
vehicle data to avoid breakdowns.

FEATURES
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Remote Video Surveillance
Remotely monitor your vehicle's live 
camera views in real-time.

Advanced Video Recording
Capture all events from any camera, 
with immediate playback features.

Securely login to the cloud based portal on the internet, 
and you have instant access to live video feed from your 
connected vehicle. Check in on cargo, see what the driver is 
seeing as they're seeing it or look at the vehicle's trip history 
and vehicle alerts.

Once a video is recorded, easily search through the playback 
screen to select the time of interest and replay the footage with 
a touch of a button. You can then email or text a selected clip to 
anyone in the world.
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